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Lesson plan 

Leadership 
Luke Perry 

The big picture This lesson will be aimed at students who have a basic understanding of the 
theory of leadership but are now at the level to investigate it further and use 
higher-order skills such as application, analysis and evaluation. 

Learning 
objectives 

Ø Students should be able to demonstrate an understanding of key 
leadership theory (AO1). 

Ø Students will be able to apply this theory to a number of business 
scenarios and look to recommend the most effective methods for a 
range of businesses (AO2 and AO4). 

Starter activity  1. Split the class into two groups. 

2. One group will argue for and the other group will argue against the 
following sentence from the magazine: ‘a leader is a person who 
positively influences and inspires others to get things done.’ 

3. Gives students no more than 10 minutes to prepare some quick 
responses. Then the group feeds back. 

4. Hopefully they will identify that a leader can be many different things and 
it depends on the job and the type of business. You can link this to 
evaluation skills and what the examiner requires. 

Lesson activities 1. Students all read the article on pp. 28–30 of the magazine. Make notes 
from the article on the difference between a leader and manager. 

2. Teacher to draw on students’ knowledge of leadership styles. This part 
is flexible and could relate to the Blake Mouton grid or more traditional 
theory such as democratic and autocratic leaders. 

3. Provide five or six examples of different businesses. Students need to 
offer an effective leadership style for this business with a justification. 
This will develop both application and analytical skills. 

4. Discuss as a group. 

Homework task  Set an essay question based on leadership and try and focus on students 
developing the context of the response and tailoring it specifically to that 
business scenario. 

Assessment 
opportunities  

AO1 theory assessment and AO2 could be integrated into a student response.  
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Differentiation Extension tasks available in main activities. 

This resource is part of BUSINESS REVIEW, a magazine written for A-level students by subject 
experts. To subscribe to the full magazine go to www.hoddereducation.co.uk/businessreview 


